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Conservative Party 48, 119, 149, 220, 355

convoy, Atlantic 355

see Atlantic, Battle of; Japanese invasion 228–9; for Malta 408, 450, 451, 460, 494, 518, 523

see also PQ convoys

Cooper, (Alfred) Duff (Lord Norwich) 14, 253, 356, 313, 339; criticised by Lord Moyne 301; and Malaya 256

Coral Sea, Battle of the 383, 415–16, 447

Cordier, Abbé Louis 661–2, 670

Cork, Lord 835

Cornwall (cruiser) 379, 380, 381, 394

cost of living 117

Coventry bombing 566–7, 570–2; 679, 772, 788, 800; postponed 810–11

see also bolero; round-up


Cryptography 88

see codebreaking

Cuba 88

Cunningham, General Sir Alan Gordon 157, 158, 159, 160, 187

Cunningham, Admiral Sir Andrew Browne (1st Viscount Cunningham) xi, 133, 138, 217, 273, 503, 663–4, 673, 697; complaints about Montgomery 743; Darlan–Eisenhower situation 647, 656–7, 661; and FCNL 866; and Giraud 612; refuses Tovey’s post 376, 442

see also T offense

Curda, Sergeant Karel 439, 439n

Currier, Lieutenant L 166–7

Curtin, John (Australian prime minister) 141, 142,
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255, 270, 277, 278, 344; anger over defence of Singapore 283–4, 311; and Burma 345–6; and Ceylon attack 307, 394; and Far East war 299, 307, 309 cypher machines at Japanese Embassies 215, 221, 234 cyphers
see codebreaking
Cyprus 15
Cyrenaica 15, 57, 126–7, 151, 253, 296, 426, 650; Eighth Army enters 157–60; Italian emissaries to 645
Czechoslovakia x, xii, 437, 439; relations with Soviet Union 745; Skoda arms factory bombed 726

D’Astier de la Vigerie, General Charles François 262, 263, 299, 395, 419, 585–8, 622, 625; agreement with Boisson over Dakar 646; arrival in Algiers 608–9, 610, 612, 613; cease-fire deal with Mark Clark 621, 634–6; negotiates with Eisenhower 617, 626, 628; Jewish criticism of 629; and WSC 642, 644, 646, 651–2; assassinated 650, 653, 655, 656–7, 662; funeral 665
d’Astier de la Vigerie, Henri 597–8, 613, 646–7, 653, 661–2, 670–1
d-Notices 636
see also British Press; censorship; media manipulation

Daily Express. The 127, 304, 406
Daily Herald. The 364, 365
Daily Mirror. The 14, 365, 558
Daily Telegraph. The 49–50
Daily Worker. The 10
Dakar 54, 132, 417, 419, 573, 621, 642, 704;
French fleet sails to 801, 820, 821; released to US forces 648, 637
Dalton, Hugh 68, 69, 101, 143, 438, 641, 727
Dalouge, SS Obergruppenführer Karl 65, 66
‘Dambusters’ squadron. No. 617 squadron 765–6, 788, 807; proposed for Rome bombing 816
Daniell, Raymond (US journalist) 637
Darlan, Alain (son of Admiral Darlan) 606
Darlan, Admiral Jean
Charles François 262, 263, 299, 395, 419, 585–8, 622, 625; agreement with Boisson over Dakar 646; arrival in Algiers 608–9, 610, 612, 613; cease-fire deal with Mark Clark 621, 634–6; negotiates with Eisenhower 617, 626, 628; Jewish criticism of 629; and WSC 642, 644, 646, 651–2; assassinated 650, 653, 655, 656–7, 662; funeral 665
Davis, William Rhodes, assassination alleged 728 Dawson, Harry 190
daylight bombing of Germany 700–1
de Gaulle, Charles x, 12, 62, 259, 276–7, 637, 638, 790; in Algiers 783, 801, 804–5; ambivalent on death of Darlan 660; anglophobic 108–10, 419, 651, 719, 782; archive files still closed 108; assassination attempts and plots against 724, 727, 729, 730, 777–8, 780, 782, 783, 802, 812–13, 820; US overhears WSC order for elimination of 779; in Brazzaville 108; in Casablanca 679, 680–1, 682, 683, 685–6; criminal activities of 777, 778, 779, 780, 781; Dakar 54, 573; to unite the French empire 648; demands post of Commissioner of National Defence 820; and Eisenhower 625–6; and Darlan deal 629, 630, 631, 647, 653; spurns FDR/Giraud meeting 654, 680, 705; Giraud meetings 662–3, 683; and husky 813; Canadian islands seizure 282–3, 300, 309–10; ironclad 409, 418–20; and torch 522–3, 573–4, 609, 610–11, 615–16; narcotics 778; plans dictatorship 777, 779; and Syria free elections in 474; condones torture by ‘Passy’ 779, 780; ‘traitor telegram’ 419–20; US Intelligence on 727
WSC hostile to 108–11, orders mail intercepted 110; 573, 650–1, 718–19, 573, 774, 726, 777; meetings 309–10, 574–5, 611, 615–6, 637, 638, 685; WSC’s Secret Session speech on 647–8
de Gaulle–Giraud rapprochement 805–6
de Laborde, Admiral Jean 622
de Mesa, Dr Lopez (Colombian foreign minister) 730
de Valera, Eamon (Irish
Dieppe plan, 314; 436, 477–8, 479, 490, 492–3, 513, 520; account in WSC’s book drafted by Mountbatten, 542; disaster, 540, 543, 634

Dietrich, Otto 102

Dill, Sir John (Chief of Imperial General Staff) 6, 10, 20, 59, 117, 121; British Joint Staff Mission Head in Washington 253; and Churchill 158; replacement of 152–3; and Rome bombing plan 815; and Soviet situation 80, 127–8, 197; from Churchill 507; and Tunisia 672; WSC criticises 133

Director of Combined Operations 146

Director of Military Intelligence 141; see also Kennedy, Sir John

Dixon, Sir Owen 473

Dniepr River 69, 78
domestic politics x–xi

Dominions (British) 54, 274, 86, 270, 472, 774 see also British Empire; names of individual countries

Donovan, General William B 26, 181, 300

see also Office of Strategic Services

Dorman-Smith, General Sir Eric 537

Dorsetshire (cruiser) 380, 381, 382, 394

Dortmund bombed 788

Dover 80, 593–4

Dowding, Hugh Caswall (later 1st Baron) 59, 152

Downing-street 7, 87, demonstrations in 133

Dran, Admiral Sir Reginald 435

Driberg, Tom 476

Dugdale, ‘Baffy’ 825

Duke of York (ship) 255–8, 262

Duke-street, London 779

Dupuy, Pierre 283; telegrams of 262

Düsseldorf bombed 522, 788

Dutch East Indies 37, 89, 95, 98, 138, 176; and Japanese invasion 92, 143, 221, 298, 329–30

Dutch government 95, 209, 211, 216, 219, 225, 226

Dytcley Park 7, 80, 145

Eagle (carrier) sunk 538

Eaker, Ira C 703, 735

Eastern Fleet 103–4, 140, 142–3, 151, 379; aircraft carriers from US needed 415–16

Eden, (Robert) Anthony (later 1st Earl of Avon) xviii, 4, 6, 17, 18, 119, 125, 145, 146, 331; Anglo-Soviet agreement signed 431–2; appeasement over Hongkong 565; arrives in Algiers 802; discusses Beavertown with WSC 424–5; cocaine use 627; critical of Atlantic Charter 54; critical of Dill’s replacement 152; Darlan controversy 622, 633–4, 635–6, 642, 656–7; rôle in assassination of Darlan 648–9, 652, 659, 660; protects de Gaulle 109, 111–12, 418–20, 625, 637–8, losing trust in 819; WSC’s phone call from USA 781; dislikes French 638; wants defence committee abolished 74; disapproves of WSC’s visit to FDR 247; and Finland
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155; and Hungary 155; Japanese strategy 105, 137, 187, 201; critical of appeasement 188–9, 191, 216; as Leader of the House 644; and Middle East strategy 29, 55, 160; Pearl Harbor 239–40; and Romania 155; post-war planning, discussed with Smuts 640; with FDR 741; pessimistic about lightfoot (Alamein) 602; and Stalin 295; relations with WSC: tense 704–5, 719, 820; Soviet Union 4, 11, 23, 80, 137, 201; aid discussed with WSC 10, 247; Soviet Union visit 153–5, 156, 209, 217, 294–6; Stalin’s demands re Baltic, Finland and Romania 257, 264–5, 295–6, 349; troop supply 218–19, 222, 223; WSC’s instructions before departure 223; as successor to WSC 119, 150–1, 344, 422, 481, 505, 704; Thailand situation 207, 208; US visit 704–5, 724, 741; delayed by WSC’s pneumonia 711; viceroy, proposed as 753–5

Eder Dam (Ruhr valley) 765

Edinburgh, WSC receives Freedom of 583

Edwards, Captain Ralph 103, 229

Egypt 27, 75, 404, 472, 492; campaign 6, 20, 160 see also Cairo; El Alamein

Eighth Army 123–4, 157, 162, 256, 268–9, 312, 450, 675, 677; at El Alamein 476, 496, 504; at Medenine 722–3; and Eisenhower 705; Montgomery as commander-in-chief 516, 556; WSC’s visits to 536, 696

Eire government 244, 630–1

Eisenhower, General Dwight D 274, 457–8, 459–60, 491, 502, 545, 758; and Eighth Army 705; WSC criticises for Tunisia strategy 668, 669, 672, 705, 709–10; and Darlan 587, 588–9, 612, 617, 622, 647; agreement signed with 626, 629, 635, 648; and de Gaulle 821–2; failures at Kairouan and Kasserine 742; Husky concerns 740, 799; and Rome bombing 815; Torch planning 552, 553–4, 555, 566, 568–9, 597–8; Smuts discusses 631–3; Tunisia retreat possible 621, 645

El Alamein 513, 533; Battle of 591–3, 594–5, 598–604, 605–6, 624 see also lightfoot

Elberfeld (Ruhr valley) bombing 808

elections (UK) vii, 72

Elizabeth, Queen, wife of HM King George VI 31, 421

Embick, General Stanley 678

Enderbury (Pacific island) 53

Engineer’s Way to win the War, An (Barnes Wallis) 765

enigma 27, 83, 164, 167, 168, 270, 497; North-African Intelligence 116, 441–2; US not given access 166, 171–2, 173

Eritrea 27, 822

Essen (Ruhr Valley) bombed 361, 443, 445, 472, 718

Esteva, Admiral Jean 622, 633

Estonia 295–6

Euthanasia 548, 700

Evatt, Dr Herbert Vare (Australian foreign minister) 217, 425

Exeter (cruiser) 350

Exeter bombed 374, 443

Exeter bombed 374, 443

Faddan, Arthur (Australian prime minister) 84

Faid (Tunisia) 710

Far East 39, 41, 94, 283; British possessions in 97, 148, 250; sacrificed by WSC 180, 258–9; war warned issuing to 207 see also names of countries

Far Eastern Fleet 229 see also Pacific Fleet (US)

Faroukh, King of Egypt 515, 557

Fellers, Colonel Bonner
Fennard, Vice-Admiral Raymond A 585, 613, 660
Fenn, Captain Herbert
Fenard, Vice-Admiral
Fenner, Michael
Fors Reichspost (Nazi telecommunications research laboratory) 840–1
Fourteenth Naval District (Hawaii) 213
France 10, 130; bombed by British 360–1, 714–5; bombed by Americans 581; British landing proposed 5, 10, 16, 80; collapse 1940; fleet to sail to North Africa 261–2, 299, 395, 419, 481; fleet of, and Germany 623, scuttled at Toulon 638; invasion of possible 261, 371–2, 387, 520–2, 634, 666, 758; invasion of Southern France 620; liberation of 638, 652, 653; ‘sacrifice’ landing proposed 269; WSC’s views 289
Forschungsamt der Reichspost (Nazi telecommunications research laboratory) 841
Forschungsstalt der Reichspost (Nazi telecommunications research laboratory) 840–1
Free French forces 12–13, 109, 110, 111, 259, 276–7, 310; heroism at Bir Hakeim 441; British support for 650; Madagascar 420; and Syria military command 574
see also de Gaulle
free trade 47–8, 71, 721
see also Atlantic Charter; Imperial preference; Lend–Lease
Freeman, Chief-Marshal Sir
Frazer, Peter
Frazer, Peter
Frankfurt bombed 10
Frankfurt bombed 10
Frankfurter, Justice Felix
Franklin D. Roosevelt’s war 16
Franklin D. Roosevelt’s war 16
Franco, General Francisco 25, 249, 495, 596, 643; reaction to torch 567, 584, 616
Franco–US relations 702, 775–6
Frank, Staatssekretär Karl Herrmann (Prague) 437, 439
Frankfurt bombed 23
Frankfurter, Justice Felix
Frazer, Peter 22, 116
‘Free French’ forces 12–13, 109, 110, 111, 259, 276–7, 310; heroism at Bir Hakeim 441; British support for 650; Madagascar 420; and Syria military command 574
see also de Gaulle
free trade 47–8, 71, 721
see also Atlantic Charter; Imperial preference; Lend–Lease
Freeman, Chief-Marshal Sir
Wilfrid 32, 116–17
French Committee for National Liberation (FCNL) 803–4, 811; de Gaulle demands Commissioner post 818; Roosevelt anger 819
French fleet 236, 261–2, 299, 395, 419, 481; at Alexandria 653, 692; at Toulon 109, 623, 658, 652; Darlan message to 631
French National Committee 574, 660, 719
French underground movements 586
French West Africa surrenders to torch troops 621–2
Friedman, William F
Fuel rationing 422
Fuso Maru (freighter)
Gabčík, Joseph 437, 439
Gafsa: US troops evacuated 710, 711, 712
Galland, Colonel Adolf 819
Gandhi, Mahatma Mohandas 148, 376, 392; asks British to withdraw from India 376, 383; imprisoned 563–4; hunger strike 706–7, 709, 713
gas chambers not mentioned in intercepts 548, 701

Gazala 252, 312

Geheimschreiber (Fish cipher device) 357, 361, 443

General Policy Group (US group on nuclear research) 455

‘general statement’ (USA–Japan, before Pearl Harbor) 185, 186, 187, 188, 193, 197, 200

Geneva ‘agreement’ 297

Genoa bombed 594

George VI, HM King 21, 22, 123, 138, 212, 255, 393, 695, 392; and Atlantic Charter 54, 56; congratulates WSC and Army on victory in Middle East 605; and Darlan 635; and de Gaulle 705; concerned about North Africa 702, 711–12; to visit allied armies 740–1; dines with WSC and cabinet 504–5; and India 352, 392, 709; against Eden as viceroy 752; and Molotov 429; and Pacific war 246; and Singapore 307; visits Chequers 723

Georges, General Alphonse 646, 801, 802, 803, 804, 805, 806, 821

Gerbrandy, Pieter Sjoerds (Dutch prime minister) 702

german warfare 297

Germany, armed forces (Wehrmacht) 5, 7, 17, 79

German army: 21st Panzer division 161, 162; Panzer-
gruppen 3 and 4 253; see also Rommel; Kesselring; Stumme; names, and units. German surrender, ‘phone transcripts on 849

Germany, anti-Semitism in 75, 546; bombing of 10–11, 23, 113–15, 264, 260, 296–7, 580, 806–7; bombing of, scaled down 315, resumed 356–8, 359, 702–3, 726–7, 737; Tannenberg 715, 716–7; bombing of Malta, German 426; code machines 497; and Cyrenaica 151, 426; and the Caucasus 9, 57, 58, 86, 146–7, 417, 619; Dieppe raid; anticipated by 541; expects to defeat Britain 220; High Command (OKW) 497, 543; Iranian relations 58; a surprise to 621; US relations 103; war dead 729; weapons testing 737–8, 818–20 and Japan, commits to war against US 226; Ribben-trop promises support to 220; Tripartite Alliance with 89 oil supplies 120; plans for British invasion 220, 313; propaganda broadcasts 9; Secret Service 64, 65; sinks US destroyer 145 and Soviet Union 38; invasion of 9, 51, 57, 58, 63, 64, 78–9; retreat from Moscow 243, 251, 318; typhoon (Moscow offensive) 123–4, 129–31, 143, 148, 151; WSC thinks will fail 181; see also individual cities and regions

Gerow, General Leonard T 164, 197

Gestapo 831

Ghormley, Rear-Admiral Robert L 19, 196–7, 203; on strategy after Pearl Harbor 246, 248

Gibraltar 25, 652; Eisenhower arrives at 609–10; WSC at 798; convoy to Malta 451; effect of pilgrim 46; troop build-up before Torch 567; Sikorski’s death at 826–30, appendix iii

Gibson, Guy 765–6, 808, 816

Gilbert, Sir Martin: WSC’s official biographer xii, xiii–xiv, xv, xvii

Giraud, General Henri Honoré 569, 573, 589, 598, 607–8, 611–13, 647, 657, 659, 660, 697, 790, 798; agrees to raise French forces 616, 617; assassination plots 663, 670, 671, 729, 777; and Casablanca 680; code name kingpin 610; and de Gaulle 611–12, 683, 804–6, 820; expects ‘supreme command’ 607, 611–12, 615, 650; proposed as Governor of North Africa 587; promoted after Darlan’s murder 662; talks with WSC 654, 801, 805, 806

Gneisenau (ship) 318–19, 325–7, 328, 333–4, 357, 405, 449, 491

Godfrey, Admiral Sir John...
Leslie 455, 730, 731, 793, 797; see also manhattan
Gruppe Nord (German Naval Group North) 363–4
Gubbins, General Colin 438
Gul Hek (Teheran, summer legation at) 518
Gunther, John (writer) 145
gymnast (invasion of French North-West Africa) 259, 268, 274, 293–4,
295, 300, 303, 459, 487, 488; Combined Chiefs of Staff discuss 499, 500;
hastening defeat of Italy 495; WSC and FDR discuss 452–3, 457
Hacha, Emil 439
Hague Convention 545
Halifax, Lord Edward viii, ix, 17, 70–1, 72, 93, 106,
112, 156, 285, 351, 753, 754, 757; Beaverbrook undermines 412; and Darlan
642; and FDR–WSC Intelligence 836; and Japan
137, 142, 170, 190–1,
197, 214, 233; reports attack on Pearl Harbor 238;
meets FDR 210–11, 223, 225–6, 231; meets Hull
185, 194–5, 197, 201, 204; talks with Welles 199;
matador 200–1; Polish ambassador informs of Jewish extermination 547
Halifax bombers 580
Halsey, Edwin M 281
Hamburg bombed viii, 23,
357, 383, 389, 718
Hamilton, Rear-Admiral Sir Louis (‘Turtle’) 122, 381–2, 375, 484
Hankey, Sir Maurice 9–10,
57, 116–17, 119–20, 121;
critical of WSC 153, 158, 339, 422–3, 557
Hammamet 801–4
Hanover bombed 23
Hardinge, Sir Alexander 752
Harriman, W. Averell 17–18,
19, 49, 86, 107, 118–19, 526; affair with Pamela Churchill 398–401, 407; at Chequers with daughter Kathleen 227,
230, 239, 243–4; in Cairo 511; de Gaulle elimination discussed 812–13; FDR–Stalin meeting discussed with WSC 811–12
see also Beaverbrook–Harriman supply mission
Harris, Sir Arthur C
(‘Butcher,’ ‘Bomber’) 356, 358, 361, 440, 442–3, 702, 758, 807–8; plans
Berlin bombing with WSC 532, 725, 726–7; Cologne
444–5, 491–2;
Dambusters 765–6, 788,
807, 814; Hamburg 388;
tannenberg 715–6;
lunches with WSC 362;
bombs Paris 360, 491–2; responds to criticism 449, 491–2; bombing of Rome, proposed 281, 579, 643,
813–816; Rostock 374
Harrow School, visited by WSC 144, 178
Hart, Admiral Thomas B
196, 203, 211, 225, 229
haruna (code word) 221,
222, 228
Harvie-Watt, Colonel
George 83, 131, 152
Harvey, Oliver (Eden’s private secretary) 76, 722
Harwood, Admiral Sir
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Henry H 458, 481, 653, 692–3
Hastings, Captain Edward G (SIS station chief in Washington) 169, 170, 171–2, 173, 539, 837

Hattori (code word) 228
Hawaii 193, 213, 218 see also Pearl Harbor
Hayter, Sir Edward 194
heavy water, Canadian supplies under exclusive contract to USA 793–4

Heeresgruppe Mitte (Army Group Centre) 252
Heinkel factory bombed 374
Heisenberg, Werner 455
Helfrich, Admiral Conrad 248, 379
Helpenr Captain 825
Herbert, Sir Edwin 839, 842; warns WSC about telephone security 845

Hermes (aircraft carrier) 379, 380, 381, 382, 394
Herring, Squadron-Leader Wilfred 827
Hess, Rudolf (Deputy Führer) 27–8, 78, 618, 831
Heydrich, SS Obergruppenführer Reinhard 437, 439, 440, 841
Hill, Kathleen (WSC’s secretary) 256, 258, 638
Hillgarth, Captain Alan 262
Himmler, SS Reichsführer Heinrich 63, 829, 839
Hinsley, Professor Sir Frank: official historian 841
Hirohito, Emperor 174, 175
Hitler, Adolf x, xi–xii, xv, xvi, 12, 695; anti-Semitism 75; and Britain xiv–xv; offers peace viii, xv, 78, 790; briefed on Japanese–US breakdown 214; Intelligence on Italy strategy 836; Memorial Day (1942) speech: reveals casualty figures 727; military strategy xiv; in Middle East 15; and invasion of Soviet Union 4, 51; spring (1942) offensive 365; summer (1942) offensive 429; and USA 25–6; Munich meeting with Ciano and Laval 623–4; naval strategy xiv, 27–8, 318; pact with Stalin 16, 78–9, 130; and use of poison gas 366; urges France to declare war on Allies 621; exhorts Rommel to fight on at Alamein 603, 604, 640; speech against WSC 148; unaware of Pacific crisis 226
Hoare, Sam (Sir Samuel, 1st Viscount Templewood) xii, 145, 575, 627, 753
Holland, Captain Cedric 262
Home Front 8, 421
Hongkong 165, 166, 221, 223, 237; W liefs message picked up at 234–6; attacked by Japan 239, 256, 258, 262; defeated 265, 278; Japanese atrocities 324, 326; New Territories lease 564–5
Hoover, J Edgar (director of FBI) 168, 351, 836
Hopkins, Harry L xiii, 6, 10, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 49, 71; and de Gaulle 685–6; engagement 471; illness 33, 276; Japanese strategy 94, 95, 96, 106, 230; re- 

coration Pearl Harbor 164; tube all yards 730, 772, 733, 793; and WSC 266, 267, 382–3, 387–90
Hore-Belisha, Leslie 9
Hornbeck, Dr Stanley K 194
Höss, SS Sturmbannführer Rudolf (Auschwitz) 548, 700
House of Commons see Parliament
House of Representatives see (US) 152
see also Congress (US)
Howe, C D (Canadian minister of munitions) 791, 792
Hughes, Major-General Everett S 658, 659
Hull, Cordell (US secretary of state) 18, 40, 60, 71, 276; and de Gaulle 777, 778; and death of Darlan 659; Japanese strategy 93, 99, 100, 106, 136, 139; expects attack 193, 201; response to final proposals 179, 183–5, 186–7, 192, 194, 195, 197, 199, 201, 202; blames British for failure 194, 195, 196, 204, 208; British discussions 188–9, 190–1; sees Kurusu 210; uneasy about torch plans 616, 622, 644; Vichy supporter 277, 282–3, 292, 293; ‘human torpedoes’ 273, 294–5, 404
Hungary 146, British declaration of war 155, 217, 218, 223
Huntziger, General Charles assassinated 729
1034  churchill’s war

Hurley, Patrick 51

husky (invasion of Sicily) 676–7, 685, 709, 724, 741–2, 760, 761, 788, 799–800, 833–4, delay 711, 743; Eisenhower has misgivings 767, 99; Macmillan informs de Gaulle 811; WSC on 740, 769

Hyde, H Montgomery 836–7

Hyde Park (FDR’s country residence) 453, 454, 456, 457

hydra (German naval cypher) 27

Ibn Saud, King 76

Iceland 27, 55, 246, 272–3, 276, 283; North Russian convoys 412–13

Ickes, Harold F 136, 281, 282, 286

Illustrious (warship) 141

Imperial preference 30, 49, 53, 54, 71, 305, 317–18, 590, 721

see also Atlantic Charter; free trade; Lend–Lease

imperator 478

India 319–20, 342, 354, 624; Cripps mission to 355–6, 367, 384–7, 391; Defence Council 320–1; Dominion status for 321, 347–8, 354; disturbances in 148–9, 152, 160–1, 209; ‘draft declaration’ 347, 354–5, 367; Gandhi arrested 563–4; hunger strike 706–7, 708–9; independence discussions 320–21, 384–7, 390, 391–2; internees 160–1; Nehru 148; Japanese attack possible 347, 382, 393, 395; sterling balances 565–6

see also Amery, Leo

India Committee 343, 347, 386, 390

India Office 207; anti-Zionist 76

Indian Council 707

‘Indian National Army’ supports Japanese 383

Indian Ocean 145, 151, 416, 417

Indo-China 96–7, 179; attack on China from 175; Japanese invasion convoys 228; Japanese occupation of 45, 93, 94, 96–7, 197, 213; Japanese withdrawal if oil supplies restored 179–80, 183–4, 186–7

Indomitable 113, 141–2, 538

Indonesia

see Dutch East Indies

Inönü, Ismet (Turkish president) 694

Intelligence exchange with: Soviet Union 11, 82–3, 269–70, 549, 618; USA 167–73, 212–13, 538, 739

see also enigma; magics; purple; ultra

Intelligence gathering: about Germany 5, 6, 8, 61, 64–5, 66–7, 116, 497–8, 737–8; about Italy 28; about Japan 90, 91–2, 102–3, 137, 151, 162, 164; war to begin 184–5, 213–15; winds–execute message 220–1; about US 82; combined Intelligence 248, 538–9

see also codebreaking; cyphers; names of individual

codes and machines

International Red Cross to investigate Katyn massacre 747, 748, 751

invasion of Britain, German, viii, x, xv, 6, 8, 24

Iran, invasion of 16, 29, 55–6, 57–8, 68, 78, 130, 147, 218, 255, 476

Iraq 27

Irish Republican Army (IRA) 550

ironclad (Madagascar seizure) 379, 408–9, 417–20

Irving, David xvi; appendix iii

islands seizure, Canadian 276–7, 282, 289, 299, 309–10

Ismay, General Hastings (‘Pug’) (Chief of Staff) 19, 29, 32, 94, 127, 133, 182, 200, 218, 260, 306, 532, 668, 844, 845; visits Casablanca 676; defence co-ordination 321, 586, 737–8; describes WSC 372, 481; Dieppe raid planning 533, 541–2; round-up 393; Tunisia 672–3

Italy: agents burgle US embassy in Rome 463; bombing of 619, 643; bombs Malta 426; and Cyrenaica 151; government commits to war against USA 226; declares war on USA 253; invasion of 620, 628, 740, 758, 759, 790, 799, 800, 805; oil tankers supplying Rommel 159; peace moves 643–5; WSC hopes to ‘knock out of war’ 760, 771, 774, 790, 806, 810

see also husky, Sardinia;
Sicily

Jacob, Colonel Ian 52, 58–9, 256, 268, 269, 277–8, 356, 515, 531–2; and Stalin 526

Jan Mayen island 482, 483

Japan 18, 19, 20, 31, 39, 61, 135, 141; army of 136; press 101–2; assets frozen in US and Britain 96; British archive files on incomplete 163–4, 165, 173, 188, 199, 202

British government’s files on 165; doctored 163–4; China, war with 89, 97, 101; cyphers 32, 172, 174, 189–90, 213–15; economic sanctions 20, 37, 91, 93, 94, 95–6, 99, 105, 163; oil embargo as key to Japan entering war 98, 173, 179–80, 182; embargo relaxation proposed in US deal 183–4, 186–7; embassy and Intelligence staff 162, 213, 226; final response to USA 233–4; shipbuilding 378; Germany and 89; military strategy: plan to move south 99, 213, 214; protest at WSC’s 1941 Mansion House speech 101–2, 178; and Soviet Union 92, 138, 213, 214; possible US pre-emptive strike against 39–40, 176–7, 223; and Thailand 230; Vichy relations 45; US relations 89, 93, 135–7, deteriorating 171; WSC hopes for Japan–US war 217–18; war imminent 173, 178–9, 184, 199–200, 203, 235; declares war on Britain and US 199–200, 203, 244; invasion convoys sighted off Malaya 228–9; FDR’s response 231–2; WSC thinks should attack 229–30, 232; fleet 93, 136, 174, 192, 228–9, 230; attacks Ceylon 380–3; Coral Sea battle 415–16; intercepts No. 998, 540 (i.e., BJ/87) reproduced 224; Coral Sea Battle information 416; see also PURPLE
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